
 

Wonder Card by Wonder Makers

Wonder Card is one of the most practical and visual way to produce money from
your credit card just in 1 second! Now you can cash out money directly from your
credit card into the spectators hand! Using ordinary lighter you can see your
money balance. 7 incredible magic effects in one credit card!

7 effects in one credit card:

1. Fire Balance: You can check your money balance using ordinary lighter or just
your finger. It looks very magically and smooth. Card recharges automatically.

2. Easy Money: You can show your empty hands and than a real bill will appear
in spectators hand. Your spectator will not feel anything sneaky. Just pure magic.

3. Compact ATM: Cash out any bill from credit card in 1 second. Very clean and
visual way to produce money from your credit card.

4. Bill in to Coins: You can change any bill into real steal coins.

5. Mental Bill Change: You will able to predict a serial number of any bill. With 
Wonder Card gimmick you can easily switch spectators bill to your bill and you
already know what is the serial number of it. This is the most invisible way to
switch a bill or make a cool color change.

6. Illegal Money: You can take out money directly from spectators card simply by
rubbing the magnetic tape of your card. And a bill will appear between two credit
cards.

7. Safe Currency: A spectators name any currency from the world and you show
them a prediction on the hologram. Inside the box you will have 2 credit cards -
gimmicked and ordinary one with prediction on the hologram to hand it out for
examination. At this point you are completely clean.

Fast Reload: Card reloads by itself. 30 seconds and your magma-tic tape will be
black again for next performance or you can use a gas from a lighter and wait
only 1 second.

360 ANGLE PROOF: The angles are so easy that you will forget about them and
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just focus on the performance.

Always in you wallet: The gimmick looks like ordinary credit card so nobody will
see the difference. And you are always ready to perform.

Video Tutorial: Inside you will have a video tutorial with all secrets, mechanics
and bonus effects in English and Russian language.

Easy and Visual: Your spectator will go crazy because all the effects are very
visual and easy to do.

Available worldwide now!
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